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Python For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Python is one of the most powerful, easy-to-read programming languages around, but it does have its limitations. This general purpose, high-level language that can be extended and embedded is a smart option for many programming problems, but a poor solution to others.


	Python For Dummies is the quick-and-easy guide to getting...
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Introduction to Probability and Stochastic Processes with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An easily accessible, real-world approach to probability and stochastic processes


	Introduction to Probability and Stochastic Processes with Applications presents a clear, easy-to-understand treatment of probability and stochastic processes, providing readers with a solid foundation they can build upon throughout their...
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Essentials of Mathematica: With Applications to Mathematics and PhysicsSpringer, 2007
Essential Mathematica: With Applications to Mathematics and Physics, based on the lecture notes of a course taught at the University of Illinois at Chicago to advanced undergrad and graduate students, teaches how to use Mathematica to solve a wide variety problems in mathematics and physics. It is illustrated with many detailed examples that...
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Experiments in Undergraduate Mathematics: A Mathematica-Based ApproachWorld Scientific Publishing, 1996
All students need to master a variety of mathematical tools and concepts at the start of their university career. This distinctive book helps students learn these by doing. The approach is interactive, using experiments, performed in the symbolic algebra package Mathematica, to impart the fundamentals of many of the topics students encounter. A...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2010 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	Over a decade ago, a small team of designers met in a small conference room on the second floor of Building 41 at Microsoft to create a brand-new language, C#. The guiding principles of the language emphasized simplicity, familiarity, safety, and practicality. Of course, all those principles needed to balance against one another; none are...
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Applied Interval AnalysisSpringer, 2001

	This book is about guaranteed numerical methods based on interval analysis for approximating sets, and about the application of these methods to vast classes of engineering problems. Guaranteed means here that inner and outer approximations of the sets of interest are obtained, which can be made as precise as desired, at the cost of...
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Android Programming for Beginners: Build in-depth, full-featured Android apps starting from zero programming experience, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Learn the Java and Android skills you need to start developing powerful mobile applications with the help of actionable steps

	
		Key Features

		
			Kick-start your Android programming career or just have fun publishing apps to the Google Play marketplace
	
			Get a first principles...
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The iPod CompanionPremier Press, 2003
Are you ready for the iPod? This amazing digital music player will change your music buying and playing habits forever! A perfect match for your new iPod, The iPod Companion will guide you through the world of high quality digital sound. You'll get the tips you need to rip and import the highest quality music for your iPod while...
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eMbedded Visual Basic: Windows CE and Pocket PC Mobile ApplicationsSams Publishing, 2001
This book is an in-depth exploration into eVB's inherent features, and how to use them to solve likely mobile application programming tasks. After reading the book the reader will be able to write applications tackling a wide array of business problems for Windows CE-powered devices, both customized and for PocketPC and Handheld PC products. This...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Comprehensive in its treatment of Microsoft's latest and greatest operating system for the masses, Alan Simpson's Windows XP Bible has an answer to most "How do I..." questions that are likely to arise in the minds of Windows XP users, particularly those who aren't too familiar with recent versions of Windows. If you're going to...
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Database Nation (Hardback)O'Reilly, 2000
Forget the common cold for a moment. Instead, consider the rise of "false data syndrome," a deceptive method of identification derived from numbers rather than more recognizable human traits. Simson Garfinkel couples this idea with concepts like "data shadow" and "datasphere" in Database Nation, offering a...
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MacBook All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
MacBook All-in-one for Dummies Makes Everything Easier!

With a MacBook, you can work and play anywhere. With 9 books in 1, MacBook All-in-one for Dummies shows you how! You'll find coverage of:

	Getting started -- choose the MacBook that suits your needs, set it up, customize your preferences, and...
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